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The Midas Touch A Balanced Approach to Biblical Prosperity Faith Library
Publications In this book Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin uses the Word of God to answer the
many questions Christians have concerning money and the prosperity message. This
book will challenge the way Christians think and talk about money. God's
Guarantees for Giving Xulon Press Many Christians are either confused or
deceived about the subject of giving. This book takes a look at the Bibical view of
giving to the church. Spirit Hermeneutics Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing How do we
hear the Spirit's voice in Scripture? Once we have done responsible exegesis, how
may we expect the Spirit to apply the text to our lives and communities? In Spirit
Hermeneutics biblical scholar Craig Keener addresses these questions, carefully
articulating how the experience of the Spirit that empowered the church on the day
of Pentecost can -- and should -- dynamically shape our reading of Scripture today.
Keener considers what Spirit-guided interpretation means, explores implications of
an epistemology of Word and Spirit for biblical hermeneutics, and shows how
Scripture itself models an experiential appropriation of its message. Bridging the
Word-Spirit gap between academic and experiential Christian approaches, Spirit
Hermeneutics narrates a way of reading the Bible that is faithful both to the Spiritinspired biblical text and the experience of the Spirit among believers. -- from book
ﬂap. The Healing Breakthrough Chosen Books How to Create an Atmosphere for
More Eﬀective Healing Ministry Foremost healing expert and bestselling author
Randy Clark unwraps the hard questions that baﬄe most Christians about healing
prayer. Speaking from Scripture as well as from personal experience, in which the
healing power of Jesus has become normative, Clark helps readers learn to: · walk in
an atmosphere of eﬀective healing ministry · navigate the balance between faith and
expectation · pray with conﬁdence · expect results every time Grasping these easyto-understand principles from a biblical foundation will increase the likelihood of
healing when you pray. Let the power of God work through you, your prayer group,
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or your church for the healing breakthrough promised to every believer.
Pentecostalism and Politics in Africa Springer As the epicenter of Christianity
has shifted towards Africa in recent decades, Pentecostalism has emerged as a
particularly vibrant presence on the continent. This collection of essays oﬀers a
groundbreaking study of the complex links between politics and African
Pentecostalism. Situated at the intersection between the political, the postcolonial,
and global neoliberal capitalism, contributors examine the roots of the Pentecostal
movement’s extraordinary growth; how Pentecostalism intervenes in key social and
political issues, such as citizenship, party politics, development challenges, and
identity; and conversely, how politics in Africa modulate the Pentecostal movement.
Pentecostalism and Politics in Africa oﬀers a wide-ranging picture of a central
dimension of postcolonial African life, opening up new directions for future research.
Miracles The Credibility of the New Testament Accounts Baker Books Most
modern prejudice against biblical miracle reports depends on David Hume's
argument that uniform human experience precluded miracles. Yet current research
shows that human experience is far from uniform. In fact, hundreds of millions of
people today claim to have experienced miracles. New Testament scholar Craig
Keener argues that it is time to rethink Hume's argument in light of the
contemporary evidence available to us. This wide-ranging and meticulously
researched two-volume study presents the most thorough current defense of the
credibility of the miracle reports in the Gospels and Acts. Drawing on claims from a
range of global cultures and taking a multidisciplinary approach to the topic, Keener
suggests that many miracle accounts throughout history and from contemporary
times are best explained as genuine divine acts, lending credence to the biblical
miracle reports. Prosperity Theology and the Gospel Good News or Bad News
for the Poor? Hendrickson Publishers Prosperity theology--the belief that ﬁnancial
and physical well-being is God's will for his followers--has become prevalent in
modern-day Christianity. For Christians looking to better understand how it is
aﬀecting the life and growth of the church around the world, this book is an
accessible and practical resource. Evaluating the prosperity theology movement
from a biblical and evangelical perspective, the authors encourage readers to think
critically about the ways in which the theology we follow can lead toward or away
from the kingdom of God. Prosperity Theology and the Gospel is in four parts: The
ﬁrst part turns our attention to God's word and looks at what the Bible says about
the issue of prosperity. Part 2 looks at the issue from diﬀerent perspectives--be it
historical, ethical, or sociological. Part 3 considers the impact of prosperity theology
in diﬀerent regions of the world through several case studies. Part 4 proposes how
we might respond to some of the challenges we have identiﬁed and what could be a
way forward for us all. Each chapter is followed by ideas for further thought and
discussion. Contributors include Femi Adeleye, Christopher Wright, Joel Tejedo, Valdir
and Maicon Steuernagel, and many others. The Worldview of the Word of Faith
Movement: Eden Redeemed Bloomsbury Publishing This volume approaches the
Word of Faith as a worldview, and analyses the movement through N. T. Wright's
model for worldview-analysis in order to provide necessary nuance and complexity
to scholarly interpretations of the Word of Faith. The reader receives insights into the
movement's narrative, semiotic, practical and propositional dimensions, which
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cumulatively oﬀer a multifaceted understanding of how the Word of Faith interprets
reality and engages with the world. The analysis shows that there is a narrative core
to Word of Faith beliefs in the form of a unique theological story with focus set on the
present restoration of Eden's authority and blessings. This study demonstrates how
the Word of Faith operates as a distinct worldview that parses the world through the
lens of faith's causative power to aﬀect a direct correspondence between present
reality and Eden's perfection. The ﬁndings advance a critical and therapeutic
approach that acknowledges how the worldview both strengthens and subverts
Pentecostalism. Global Pentecostalism: An Inquiry into the Cultural
Dimensions of Globalization Anchor Academic Publishing (aap_verlag) The rapid
global expansion of Pentecostal Christianity is one of the most striking religious
phenomena in our contemporary world. Today, Pentecostalism is by no means some
marginal or peculiar denomination within world Christianity. It is not simply a niche
product in the global religious market, but the most dynamic and fastest growing
religious movement within the contemporary Christian world. From Singapore over
Brazil to Ghana, Pentecostal Christians are historically and presently rooted in many
cultural contexts throughout the world. As such, Pentecostalism is a religious
movement that is both shaped by globalization processes, but also a major
contributor to the globalization of religion. Until recently, social-scientiﬁc approaches
to Christianity have often been informed by a rather selective understanding of
Christianity, stressing its ascetic components premised on a body-spirit dualism and
seeing its importance mainly as a harbinger of secular modernity. Hence, where
Christianity was studied outside the ‘West’ it has usually been peripheral and viewed
as an alien intrusion, undermining local cosmologies. However, rather than a
religious rejection of the world, Pentecostalism accommodates to the world and
modernity. It transcends locality by promulgating a universal ‘imaginary of the
world’, while at the same time incorporating itself successfully into the socio-cultural
contexts of any new cultures it encounters. The fundamental ‘ﬂuidity’ of the
transnational Pentecostal network is conducive for its ﬂexibility to react on the
enormous upheavals and changes in a globalized world and to accommodate to
them in constructive ways. Thus, Pentecostalism can be regarded as a paradigmatic
case of a ‘glocalized’ religion: it has the ability to adapt itself to local conditions while
maintaining and preserving its distinct religious features at the same time. This
study focuses on the diﬀerent theoretical attempts made to explain the massive
global expansion of Pentecostalism, and its relation to broader processes of
globalization. It discusses to what extent and in what complex ways the Pentecostal
movement is interrelated to processes of cultural globalization. By looking at the
internal religious characteristics of Pentecostal discourse and discursive practices,
and their articulations within the external circumstances of globalization, it tries to
untangle some of the complexities that emerge when theorizing the globalization of
Pentecostalism. Blessed A History of the American Prosperity Gospel Oxford
University Press 'Blessed' oﬀers a comprehensive history of the rise of the American
prosperity gospel. What began as diverse metaphysical, pentecostal, and self-help
conceptions about the power of the mind became one of the most inﬂuential popular
religious movements of the last century. The book follows how the movement took
shape after World War II in pentecostal healing revivals and exploded onto the
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national scene through televangelists with big hair and bigger promises. It survived
the scandals of the late 1980s and remade its image as a therapeutic and eﬀective
theology of modern living. Now thriving in the 21st century megachurch movement,
the prosperity gospel reigns as a full-ﬂedged cultural phenomenon. The New
Pentecostal Message? An Introduction to the Prosperity Movement Wipf and
Stock Publishers The prosperity movement has inﬂuenced millions of people in North
America, Asia, Europe, South America, and Africa through Pentecostal, Charismatic
and nondenominational preachers in some of the largest churches in the world. CNN,
ABC, and Time magazine have examined the preachers and churches in this popular
and controversial movement. Scholars and church leaders have studied it for more
than two decades, producing dozens of books and articles on it. Considering the
widespread popularity of the prosperity movement and the attention it is given by its
critics, Brogdon asks, "Is prosperity preaching the new Pentecostal message?" In
order to answer this question, one has to examine the prosperity movement as a
Pentecostal movement instead of a Word of Faith movement that is a revised form of
New Thought metaphysics and Science of Mind. Brogdon provides an introduction to
the prosperity movement as a Pentecostal movement. He asks important questions
in the study of the prosperity movement, such as who popularized prosperity
teaching, Oral Roberts or Ken Hagin? Do all Pentecostals agree with the prosperity
doctrine? Is prosperity teaching good news to the poor? Has prosperity replaced the
emphasis on the Holy Spirit? The answers may surprise you. Perspectives in
Pentecostal Eschatologies World Without End ISD LLC This collection of essays
from established scholars and rising stars oﬀers fresh perspectives in eschatology for
the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements. The fresh readings of eschatology in
this volume are valuable because they demonstrate that Pentecostals no longer
need to look to others to interpret their theology for them but can stand as scholars
and thinkers in their own right. To the Ends of the Earth Pentecostalism and
the Transformation of World Christianity Oxford University Press No branch of
Christianity has grown more rapidly than Pentecostalism, especially in the southern
hemisphere. There are over 100 million Pentecostals in Africa. In Latin America,
Pentecostalism now vies with Catholicism for the soul of the continent, and some of
the largest pentecostal congregations in the world are in South Korea. In To the Ends
of the Earth, Allan Heaton Anderson explores the historical and theological factors
behind the phenomenal growth of global Pentecostalism. Anderson argues that its
spread is so dramatic because it is an "ends of the earth" movement--pentecostals
believe that they are called to be witnesses for Jesus Christ to the furthest reaches of
the globe. His wide-ranging account examines such topics as the Azusa Street
revival in Los Angeles, the role of the ﬁrst missionaries in China, India, and Africa,
Pentecostalism's incredible diversity due to its deep local roots, and the central role
of women in the movement. He describes more recent developments such as the
creation of new independent churches, megachurches, and the "health and wealth"
gospel, and he explores the increasing involvement of pentecostals in public and
political aﬀairs across the globe. Why is this movement so popular? Anderson points
to such features as the emphasis on the Spirit, the "born-again" experience,
incessant evangelism, healing and deliverance, cultural ﬂexibility, a place-to-feel-athome, religious continuity, an egalitarian community, and meeting material needs--
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all of which contribute to Pentecostalism's remarkable appeal. Exploring more than a
century of history and ranging across most of the globe, Anderson illuminates the
spectacular rise of global Pentecostalism and shows how it changed the face of
Christianity worldwide. 50 Pentecostal and Charismatic Leaders Every
Christian Should Know Baker Books Throughout history, inspiring leaders have
stepped out in faith, stirring many to renewed strength and purpose. With sparkling
writing and fascinating detail, Dean Merrill captures the bold, often surprising stories
of notable Pentecostal, charismatic, and Spirit-empowered leaders. As Dean trains
his journalist's eye on the lives of Smith Wigglesworth, David du Plessis, William J.
Seymour, Aimee Semple McPherson, and many more, these engaging narratives
challenge readers to follow in the footsteps of these extraordinary individuals and
obey the Holy Spirit. Seeing Angels How to Recognize and Interact with Your
Heavenly Messengers Whitaker House A recent study found that 57 percent of
Catholics, 66 percent of Evangelical Protestants, and 10 percent of Jews have
reported having a personal experience with a guardian angel. And 20 percent of
those who identiﬁed themselves as having no religion also claimed having
encountered an angel. Seeing Angels is one of the most in depth examinations of
angelic ministry by one of the cutting-edge charismatic leaders in the church today.
Joshua Mills goes beyond the usual takes on angels regarding spiritual warfare and
explores who they are, how to recognize them, and what they do. Part I,
Understanding Your Angels, is all about understanding who angels are, exploring
why they are necessary and how diﬀerent angels minister comfort, healing, love,
prosperity. It reveals who they carry out speciﬁc geographic assignments for cities
and nations, as well as the more unique and extraordinary assignments they receive.
Part II, Discerning Your Angels, explains how to become more aware of the unseen
heavenly realm, as well as how to recognize divine intervention when it does reveal
itself to human sight. Such manifestations include random strangers, visions, or
signs and messengers that believers receive. Joshua also explains the way he has
interacted with visions of radiant light, swirling colors, and what he describes as
atmospheric shifts. All of this is intended to make believers become more aware of
both invisible and revealed spiritual realities. Part III, Working with Your Angels, deals
speciﬁcally with how to minister alongside these heavenly messengers as they stand
watch, provide protection, and administer strength and comfort. This includes
recognizing their movements and how to eﬀectively pray for angelic encounters to
take place. With a foreword by Patricia King, Seeing Angels is among the most
comprehensive teachings on recognizing angelic beings and understanding how to
partner with them in ministry. Gift and Giver The Holy Spirit for Today Baker
Books In Gift and Giver, leading New Testament scholar Craig Keener takes a probing
look at the various evangelical understandings of the role of the Holy Spirit in the
church. He explores topics such as spiritual gifts, the fruit of the Spirit, the Spirit's
power for evangelism, and hearing God's voice. His desire is for Christians to "work
for consensus, or at least for unity in God's work despite our diﬀerences on
secondary matters." Employing a helpful narrative approach and an ample number
of stories, Keener enters into constructive dialogue with Pentecostals, moderates,
and cessationists, all the while attempting to learn from each viewpoint. He seeks to
bridge the gap between cessationists and Pentecostals/charismatics by urging all
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Christians to seek the Holy Spirit's empowerment. His irenic approach to this
controversial issue has been endorsed by charismatics and non-charismatics alike.
Sure to provoke helpful dialogue on a topic that has caused unfortunate divisions
within the church, Gift and Giver will be a valuable addition to college and seminary
courses on pneumatology. It will also be helpful to lay readers interested in a
balanced discussion of spiritual gifts. This repackaged edition includes an updated
preface and a substantive new afterword. Handbook of Global Contemporary
Christianity Movements, Institutions, and Allegiance BRILL The Handbook of
Contemporary Christianity: Movements, Institutions & Allegiance traces how the
largest religion in the world is increasingly expressed in energetic global forms –
leading to fresh modes of organisation, belonging, believing, and traditional and
syncretic movements. Charisma and Christian Life Challenges of Pentecostal
Theology in the 21st Century SPCK Where is Pentecostal theology going in the
21st century? How does it address issues of spirituality, politics and justice? What
does it have to oﬀer the worldwide Church? These and other vital questions are
explored here by leading Pentecostal theologians from the UK and the USA as they
assess the challenges and opportunities facing Pentecostalism today. With
stimulating contributions by Joel Edwards, Charlotte Johnson, Steven Land, Douglas
Nelson, Phyllis Thompson and Keith Warrington, this book oﬀers valuable guidance
to church leaders and to students training for the ministry throughout the
Pentecostal world. ‘There is passion and information here, advice for the present and
hope for the future.’ William K. Kay, Institute for Pentecostal Theology, Regents
Theological College ‘When we consider that one in four Christians are Pentecostals,
this book is a “must” for all who are seeking to improve their knowledge of
Pentecostal theology and recognize its distinctives.’ Bishop Dr Donald Bolt, New
Testament Church of God England and Wales THE MIDAS TOUCH “99 Pages to
Acquire the Art of Alchemy & Forge Champions” Flippingpages This book talks
about how one can acquire the expertise to forge leaders, I have delved deep into
my interactions with inspiring leaders/mentors who have carved a niche for
themselves & benchmarked their best practices for you to imbibe. There is a lot of
Vedic & Greco-Roman cultural inﬂuence which you shall ﬁnd in this book, as it draws
a parallel between ancient knowledge & its modern interpretation. Each of the 22
Chapters should be perceived as a tool & this book aspires to serve as a instrument
to learn techniques to develop leaders & forge them into champions. Leveraging
Data in Healthcare Best Practices for Controlling, Analyzing, and Using
Data CRC Press The healthcare industry is in a state of accelerated transition. The
proliferation of data and its assimilation, access, use, and security are everincreasing challenges. Finding ways to operationalize business and clinical data
management in the face of government and market mandates is enough to keep
most chief oﬃcers up at night! Leveraging Data in Healthcare: Best Practices for
Controlling, Analyzing, and Using Data argues that the key to survival for any
healthcare organization in today’s data-saturated market is to fundamentally
redeﬁne the roles of chief information executives—CIOs, CFOs, CMIOs, CTOs, CNIOs,
CTOs and CDOs—from suppliers of data to drivers of data intelligence. This book
presents best practices for controlling, analyzing, and using data. The elements of
preparing an actionable data strategy are exempliﬁed on subjects such as revenue
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integrity, revenue management, and patient engagement. Further, the book
illustrates how to operationalize the electronic integration of health and ﬁnancial
data within patient ﬁnancial services, information management services, and patient
engagement activities. An integrated environment will activate a data-driven
intelligent decision support infrastructure. The increasing impact of consumer
engagement will continue to aﬀect the organization’s bottom line. Success in this
new world will need collaboration among the chiefs, users, and data creators.
Ending the LDP Hegemony Party Cooperation in Japan University of Hawaii
Press This text addresses the need for an analysis of the political scene in Japan. It
seeks to provide both the information and framework needed to unravel the tangle
of coalition politics in the 1990s and anticipate the composition and policies of future
Japanese governments. Golden Keys to Ascension and Healing Revelations of
Sai Baba and the Ascended Masters Light Technology Publishing This volume
represents the wisdom of the ascended masters condensed into concise keys that
serve as a spiritual guide. There are 420 golden keys that present the multitude of
methods, techniques, aﬃrmations, prayers, and insights Dr. Stone has gleaned from
his own background in psychology and life conditions and his thorough research of
all the ancient and contemporary classics that speak of the path to God realization.
The teachings of Sai Baba and other ascended masters are at the core of these keys,
and the author has also drawn up on various spiritual scriptures such as the
Bhagavad-Gita and the Bible. Especially valuable are practical methods to support
the ascension process, such as journal writing and spiritual logs, as well as
meditations and prayers. Charlie Munger The Complete Investor Columbia
University Press Charlie Munger, Berkshire Hathaway's visionary vice chairman and
Warren Buﬀett's indispensable ﬁnancial partner, has outperformed market indexes
again and again, and he believes any investor can do the same. His notion of
"elementary, worldly wisdom"—a set of interdisciplinary mental models involving
economics, business, psychology, ethics, and management—allows him to keep his
emotions out of his investments and avoid the common pitfalls of bad judgment.
Munger's system has steered his investments for forty years and has guided
generations of successful investors. This book presents the essential steps of
Munger's investing strategy, condensed here for the ﬁrst time from interviews,
speeches, writings, and shareholder letters, and paired with commentary from fund
managers, value investors, and business-case historians. Derived from Ben Graham's
value-investing system, Munger's approach is straightforward enough that ordinary
investors can apply it to their portfolios. This book is not simply about investing. It is
about cultivating mental models for your whole life, but especially for your
investments. Indra's Net and the Midas Touch Living Sustainably in a
Connected World MIT Press An exploration of the impact of unintended
consequences in an interdependent world and of the opportunities for creativity and
community. We live today in a global web of interdependence, connected
technologically, economically, politically, and socially. As a result of these expanding
and deepening interdependencies, it has become impossible fully to control—or
foretell—the eﬀects of our actions. The world is rife with unintended consequences.
The ﬁrst law of human ecology—which declares that we can never do merely one
thing—is a truth we ignore at our peril. In Indra's Net and the Midas Touch, Leslie
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Paul Thiele explores the impact of interdependence and unintended consequences
on our pursuit of sustainability. Unfortunately, good intentions provide no antidote to
the law of unintended consequences, and proﬀered cures often prove worse than the
disease. Biofuels developed for the purpose of reducing carbon emissions, for
example, have had the unintended eﬀect of cutting oﬀ food supplies to the needy
and destroying rain forests. We must fundamentally transform our patterns of
thinking and behavior. Thiele oﬀers the intellectual and moral foundations for this
transformation, drawing from ecology, ethics, technology, economics, politics,
psychology, physics, and metaphysics. Awareness of our interconnectedness, he
writes, stimulates creativity and community; it is a profound responsibility and a
blessing beyond measure. A Life in the Balance The Billy Wayne Sinclair Story
: a Journey from Murder to Redemption Inside America's Worst Prison
System Arcade Publishing A man serving a life sentence for killing a convenience
store clerk in an accidental shooting challenges the prison system in a powerful, noholds-barred account of America's worst prison system . 40,000 ﬁrst printing. The
Midas Touch World Mythology in Bite-sized Chunks Michael O'Mara Books This
authoritative and fascinating introduction to the legends of history will reintroduce
readers to the cyclopes, Minotaur and centaurs of the Ancient Greeks, as well as
shedding light on the wider world of mythology. The Midas Touch includes a stunning
array of fascinating tales and gets to grips with the ancient stories of Aboriginal,
Sumerian, Egyptian, Mesoamerican, Maori, Greek, Roman, Indian, Norse and
Japanese cultures, encompassing legends from the most diverse societies and the
most ancient cultures from across the globe. In a concise yet comprehensive format,
The Midas Touch is a wonderful evocation of the hugely entertaining stories and
characters of mythology. Craig and the Midas Touch (A Craig Thriller Book 5)
Dan Benton The oil-rich middle eastern state of Jubayl is peacefully led by a longserving and well-respected Emir, but that peace is shattered when his son and heir is
found weighted in a watery grave beneath a leased oil rig. Peter Craig, overseas
police adviser for the British Government, is in the region lecturing on
couterinsurgency when his Embassy proﬀers his services to help ﬁnd the killer. The
chief suspect, an oil company worker with motive – his ex-girlfriend’s liaisons with
the dead sheikh – looks to have been framed, but the ‘evidence’ against him is
damning unless Craig can present proof that he has been set up, and ﬁnd another
credible suspect. How is the sale of the oil platform to a neighbouring state linked to
a local pimp and businessman? And who has most to gain from the death? What had
the Sheikh's network of spies discovered? When the ﬁnal events of the intricate
grand plan start to play out, the stakes are far higher than Craig could have
anticipated and will call on all his skills and experience to avert international disaster
in the Middle East. Understanding the Healing Power of God Faith Library
Publications Training with the Midas Touch Developing Your Organization's
Greatest Asset Kogan Page Publishers * Lively and provocative approach * Shows
how developing people to their full potential is the route to organizational success *
Includes case studies * Includes many low cost alternatives to expensive training.
The idea of turning staﬀ, the most vital element with any organization, into gold lies
at the heart of all training and development programs. This thought provoking yet
practical book provides a structured route to making the most of the 'human capital'
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in an organization by taking an holistic approach to both staﬀ development and
organizational success. With case studies, a tool kit of techniques for assessing and
developing the skill base of staﬀ and advice on developing staﬀ at low cost the book
is ideal for the cost-conscious times we live in. While highly practical in tone and
approach the book also provides a sound theoretical framework for staﬀ
development and includes a detailed academic reading list. John Barry The Man
with the Midas Touch In this text, this astonishing 50-year career is at last
celebrated in all its musical facets. The authors draw on their own experience and on
conversations with those who've known John Barry since his formative years. MIDAS
Technical Analysis A VWAP Approach to Trading and Investing in Today's
Markets John Wiley & Sons This book provides a new, powerful twist to MIDAS
technical analysis, a trading method developed by the late Paul Levine. The authors
show how to employ MIDAS in trading, from recognizing set ups to identifying price
targets. The book explains the basics of MIDAS before demonstrating how to apply it
in diﬀerent time frames. Further, it extrapolates how MIDAS can be used with other
more conventional indicators, such as DeMark or moving averages. In addition to
introducing new indicators that the authors have created, the book also supplies new
computer codes. The Chocolate Touch Harper Collins In this zany twist on the
legend of King Midas and his golden touch, a boy acquires a magical gift that turns
everything his lips touch into chocolate! Kids will eat this up for summer reading or
anytime! Can you ever have too much of your favorite food? John Midas is about to
ﬁnd out…. The Chocolate Touch has remained a favorite for millions of kids,
teachers, and parents for several generations. It's an enjoyable story that pulls in
even reluctant readers. The Midas Flesh BOOM! Studios We've all heard of the
Midas touch. You know, the Greek myth about the man who did a number on himself
by wishing for everything he touched to turn to gold? Well, you haven't heard
everything. The Entrepreneurial Project Manager CRC Press Doing more with
less is a skill mastered by entrepreneurs. Budgets are tight, deadlines are short, and
time is of the essence. Entrepreneurial project managers use these parameters to
their beneﬁt. Hurdling over obstacles with the bare minimum of eﬀort makes their
projects and teams stand out. Focusing inward to develop the skills and mindset
necessary to accomplish anything with anyone sets an entrepreneurial project
manager apart from the group. This book builds on the basics of project
management knowledge with tools and techniques to get you as well as your
projects and teams performing on an advanced level. No matter your industry or
experience level, this book gives you practical ways to improve any project. More
importantly, it shows how you can improve your own performance. The biggest
improvements a project manager can make are about him- or herself. Personal
limitations can be the hardest obstacle to overcome, and this book explains how to
overcome them. The techniques have been tried and tested by the author who
shares them with you in this book. Whether in your projects or career, all the right
things can be said and done, yet the results are always unpredictable. We all have
little control over events. This book’s tools and techniques give you the ability to
handle anything that may come your way. Entrepreneurs are constantly changing
and adapting to the world around them. They must stay cutting-edge to make their
businesses thrive. This book explains how to take a cutting-edge approach to project
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management. The goal is to take your technical skills as a project manager, add the
elements of an entrepreneur, and create a high-powered team around you as well as
become the best project manager you can be. The Revolution That Wasn't
GameStop, Reddit, and the Fleecing of Small Investors Penguin "The saga of
GameStop and other meme stocks is revealed with the skill of a thrilling whodunit.
Jakab writes with an anti-Midas touch. If he touched gold, he would bring it to life." -Burton G. Malkiel, author of A Random Walk Down Wall Street From Wall Street
Journal columnist Spencer Jakab, the real story of the GameStop squeeze—and the
surprising winners of a rigged game. During one crazy week in January 2021, a
motley crew of retail traders on Reddit’s r/wallstreetbets forum had seemingly done
the impossible—they had brought some of the biggest, richest players on Wall Street
to their knees. Their weapon was GameStop, a failing retailer whose shares brieﬂy
became the most-traded security on the planet and the subject of intense media
coverage. The Revolution That Wasn’t is the riveting story of how the meme stock
squeeze unfolded, and of the real architects (and winners) of the GameStop rally.
Drawing on his years as a stock analyst at a major bank, Jakab exposes technological
and ﬁnancial innovations such as Robinhood’s habit-forming smartphone app as
ploys to get our dollars within the larger story of evolving social and economic
pressures. The surprising truth? What appeared to be a watershed moment—a
revolution that stripped the ultra-powerful hedge funds of their market inﬂuence,
placing power back in the hands of everyday investors—only tilted the odds further
in the house’s favor. Online brokerages love to talk about empowerment and
“democratizing ﬁnance” while proﬁting from the mistakes and volatility created by
novice investors. In this nuanced analysis, Jakab shines a light on the oftenmisunderstood proﬁt motives and ﬁnancial mechanisms to show how this so-called
revolution is, on balance, a bonanza for Wall Street. But, Jakab argues, there really is
a way for ordinary investors to beat the pros: by refusing to play their game. The
Future of Economic History Springer Science & Business Media This collection
represents a modest attempt to chart a new course for the intellectual discipline
known as economic history. (The book is not about productivity growth in the 1990s,
lest the title give rise to any confusion.) As a group, these essays suggest new and
potentially fruitful areas or approaches for research and at the same time address
weaknesses in past eﬀorts. One important audience will be graduate students
attempting to decide whether to write a dissertation in economic history, or trying to
select or reﬁne dissertation topics in the area, and determine how to approach them.
Some of the essays will most certainly be appropriate additions to the or semester
courses in economic history that remain a ﬁxture in quarter graduate economics
training programs. A second audience should be established scholars who are now or
have in the past done research in economic history and are interested in the
perspectives of a relatively younger group of scholars. The term "younger" is used
here advisedly to describe a group of scholars born between 1943 and 1954.
Nevertheless, the authors of these essays can on at least one dimension be
distinguished from the pathbreaking new economic his torians who established their
academic reputations in the early 1960s. Indeed, the contributors to this volume
include students of such pioneers as Richard Easterlin, Albert Fishlow, William
Parker, and Jeﬀrey Williamson. The Future of Economics Routledge Originally
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published under the title The Future of Economic History, this book attempts to chart
a new course for the intellectual discipline known as economic history and determine
its contributions to the study of economics. The authors suggest new and potentially
fruitful areas and approaches for research and at the same time analyze the
weaknesses in past eﬀorts to chart a course for the future. The Accidental
Zillionaire Demystifying Paul Allen John Wiley & Sons The ﬁrst in-depth look at
one of the world's richest-and mostsecretive-businessmen Though his wealth is
certainly no secret, the world's fourthrichest man remains an enigma. Paul Allen
made his fortune as BillGates's partner in Microsoft, supplemented it with
questionable,though often proﬁtable, venture capital schemes, and has
sinceinvested his wealth in a widely divergent list of interests. Heowns the NBA's
Portland Trailblazers and the NFL's SeattleSeahawks. Among hundreds of smaller
ventures, he is a primarystakeholder in the ﬁlm production company DreamWorks
SKG andformerly held a large piece of the widely despised Ticketmastermonopoly.
Dubbed the "Accidental Zillionaire" by Wired magazine,Allen has often appeared to
be a bumbler who succeeded primarilythrough luck and by coopting the visionary
ideas of others. In TheAccidental Zillionaire, Laura Rich, one of the foremost
chroniclersof the Internet economy, unravels the secret Paul Allen, his
innermotivations, his vision, and his personality. She tells Allen'sstory from his days
as a ﬂedgling computer geek in suburbanWashington state, to his role in founding
the world's largestsoftware company, to his battle with cancer, to his
sycophanticﬂirtation with Hollywood and its brightest stars. Paul Allen is aman of
various interests and passions, but few if any know himwell. The Accidental
Zillionaire for the ﬁrst time reveals theinner workings of a towering ﬁgure in the
worlds of technology,business, sports, and entertainment. Laura Rich (Los Angeles,
CA) is a former writer forThe Industry Standard, Adweek, and InsideMedia. She
currently covers the world of digital entertainmentfor Entertainment Weekly,
Fortune, and TheHollywood Reporter. She penned The Standard's popular "RichList"
report and has reported on Paul Allen for years. A Curse of Gold Blink Curses and
queens. Pirates and kings. Gods and magic. The ﬁnal saga of a princess cursed by
Midas’s touch, a vengeful Greek god, and a dazzling kingdom in the balance. After
barely surviving thieving, bloodthirsty pirates and a harrowing quest at sea to
retrieve her stolen treasure, Kora ﬁnds readjusting to palace life just as deadly. Her
people openly turn against her, threatening to overthrow her as heir to the throne
due to fear of her magical powers. When Dionysus puts out a challenge to kill the girl
with the golden touch and burn down her kingdom, it’s not just her future on the
throne in danger. Kora’s life and entire kingdom are now on contract. With no other
choice, Kora sets out to ﬁnd Dionysus, journeying to the mysterious disappearing
island of Jipper. If she wants to save her kingdom and have any chance at reversing
her father’s curse, she will have to enter into a deadly game with Dionysus, the
greatest trickster the world, or the underworld, has ever seen. A Curse of Gold: Is the
highly-anticipated sequel to A Touch of Gold by author Annie Sullivan Is an
enchanting and captivating fantasy adventure/fairy tale retelling, perfect for fans of
The Wrath and the Dawn and Cinder Is told from the perspective of Kora, King
Midas’s daughter and a strong female protagonist Features a beautifully decorated
cover Will have strong appeal to readers ages 13 & up
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